Name:

Score:
Morning Math

Today is:

_________________________________________________________

Maria wants to make 8 dresses. For each dress she
needs 3 yards of material.
 How many yards of material will she need altogether?
 Write and solve this problem.




Round to the nearest ten.

Round each number to the nearest hundred.



547 = ____

92 = ____
Use a symbol that equals 5
miles and add to the key.
 Draw the symbol for each
grade to show:

352 = ____








Number of Miles
Dan
Kim

Dan ran 35 miles in April.
Kim ran 50 miles in April.
Tom ran 20 miles in April.

Tom

How many more miles did Kim
run than Tom?

48 ÷ 8 = ____

3 x 9 = ____

63 ÷ 9 = ____

6 x 4 = ____

28 ÷ 7 = ____

8 x 7 = ____

CCSSMM3– 86

= 5 miles

433
129
+ 212

75
75
64
+ 58
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Name:

Score:
Math Homework

Today is:

_________________________________________________________

Maria wants to make 7 quilts. For each quilt she needs 4
yards of material.
 How many yards of material will she need altogether?
 Write and solve this problem.




Round to the nearest ten.

Round each number to the nearest hundred.



391 = ____

77 = ____
Use a symbol that equals 5
miles and add to the key.
 Draw the symbol for each
grade to show:

649 = ____








Number of Miles
Dan
Kim

Dan ran 55 miles in May.
Kim ran 30 miles in May.
Tom ran 25 miles in May.

Tom

How many more miles did Dan
run than Tom?

40 ÷ 5 = ____

8 x 8 = ____

72 ÷ 8 = ____

4 x 4 = ____

16 ÷ 4 = ____

6 x 6 = ____

CCSSMM3H– 86

= 5 miles

227
490
+ 216

93
87
35
+ 41
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Name:

Score:
Morning Math
_________________________________________________________

Today is:



Look at the clock below.
What was the time 3 hours ago?
Be sure to write a.m. or p.m. in your answer.







What is the number in
the hundreds’ place?

2,651 ____

Mark the larger fraction.

What is the time?
It is night.

3
4
3
5


Round each number to the nearest hundred.

574 = ____


239 = ____

Using the highest valued bills and coins, draw to show $14.73.

9)81

4)16

CCSSMM3– 87

9)54

5)35

6)12

8)24
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Name:

Score:
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Today is:

_________________________________________________________


Look at the clock below.
What will the time be in 2 hours?
Be sure to write a.m. or p.m. in your answer.







What is the number in
the tens’ place?

1,853 ____

Mark the larger fraction.

What is the time?
It is morning.

2
3
2
5


Round each number to the nearest hundred.

729 = ____


143 = ____

Using the highest valued bills and coins, draw to show $13.61.

3)18

7)14

CCSSMM3H– 87

9)45

6)36

8)16

7)42
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Name:

Score:
Morning Math

Today is:

_________________________________________________________

Write the numbers from 701 to 710. Color the number that comes after 703 red.

7
Color to show 9 .

Draw the hands on
the clock. It is night.

What fraction part is black?
Write the fraction on the line.







7

6)36
CCSSMM3– 88

Look at the clock.
What was the time
2 hours ago?

71
73
78
+ 79

Look at the clock.
What will the time
be in 4 hours?

33

5)35

2)16

9)45

4)24

8)16
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Name:

Score:
Math Homework

Today is:

_________________________________________________________

Write the numbers from 701 to 710. Color the number that comes before 708 blue.

5
Color to show 9 .

Draw the hands on the
clock. It is morning.

What fraction part is black?
Write the fraction on the line.







2

6)54

Look at the clock.
What was the time
3 hours ago?

55
65
95
+ 95

Look at the clock.
What will the time
be in 2 hours?

12

9)63

CCSSMM3H– 88

2)14

5)40

3)15

7)28
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Name:

Score:
Morning Math

Today is:

Write the numbers from 721 to 730. Color the number that is three more than 724 orange.

There are 9 children at the party. Mrs. Martin
wants to be sure each child takes home 6 pieces
of candy.
 How many pieces of candy are needed in all?
 Write and solve this problem.


Write the multiplication
and division math fact
problems for 3, 9, 27.

What is the perimeter?
72 in.
28 in.



_________________________________________________________

18

in.

8)32 3)21
CCSSMM3– 89

The perimeter is ___________________.

8
x9

6
x5

599
+ 417

670
- 258
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Name:

Score:
Math Homework

Today is:

Write the numbers from 721 to 730. Color the number that is eight less than 730 orange.

There are 8 children at the party. Mrs. Martin
wants to be sure each child takes home 8 pieces
of candy.
 How many pieces of candy are needed in all?
 Write and solve this problem.


Write the multiplication
and division math fact
problems for 4, 7, 28.

What is the perimeter?
64 in.
24 in.



_________________________________________________________

16

in.

9)36 6)54
CCSSMM3H– 89

The perimeter is ___________________.

6
x9

4
x8

674
+ 339

803
- 574
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Name:

Score:
Morning Math Test

Today is:

_________________________________________________________

Write the numbers from 41 to 50. Color the even numbers green.



Use >, <, or =

It is night. Write the time and
include a.m. or p.m.

126 + 88


173 + 40

It is:
Find the missing number.

+ 324 = 511
Please measure each line to the nearest quarter inch.

1
2

9
x9
CCSSMM2– 90

3
x3

7
x7

4
x4

8
x8

5
x5
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Name:

Score:
Math Homework

Today is:

_________________________________________________________

Write the numbers from 61 to 70. Color the odd numbers blue.



Use >, <, or =

It is night. Write the time and
include a.m. or p.m.

132 + 65


148 + 49

It is:
Find the missing number.

+ 257 = 400
Please measure each line to the nearest quarter inch.

1
2

2
x2
CCSSMM3H– 90

8
x8

3
x3

6
x6

4
x4

7
x7
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